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New Smoking Policy Considered
KIM DOUGLASS
DAVID DRING

and an individual with heart problems, said, "I was a force trying to
Voice Staff Writers
get the College to adopt a policy.
I've been working on this for a
Last week, 84 faculty members year and a half . Last November, I
signed a petition requesting that sent an article to the administrathe administration "develop and tion indicating that heart patients
implement' a smoking policy on could suffer angina, a heart pain,
the College of Wooster campus.
when subject to smoke."
Such a policy has been under conThe growing concern for passive
sideration for approximately a year smoke resulted in a tentative
by various campus organizations.
smoking policy developed by the
It was originally intended to be administration. Said Copeland,
completed by July 1, 1990, but
"About a year ago, an article in the
remains to gd into effect
New England Journal of Medicine
A smoking policy was suggested reported the effects of "passive
last fall, when biology professor smoking.' At that time, some airJames Perley presented the Nolines, companies, and hospitals esvember 23 issue of The New Engtablished smoke-fre- e
policies .
Given the new information availaland Jqurnal of Medicine to President Henry Copeland. The issue ble on the effect smoking has on
included an article indicating that other people, we are considering
individuals with cardiovascular disWooster's appropriate approach."
ease are at risk as "passive smokThe proposed policy, encouragers" in unventilated rooms where ing "students and college employworkees to promote a smoke-fre- e
smoking occurs.
Perley, both a former smoker place and residential environment,"

was sent to three primary bodies of
campus leadership. "We sent a
copy of a draft of a smoking policy to Campus Council, thegonfer-enc- e
committee of faculty, and the
hourly employees committee. We
received comments from, them,"
said Copeland. "It was my conclusion from these comments that before we do anything we need further consultation and education
about how it would effect the campus."
Connie Pattin, chair of the hourly employees committee, says,
"On January. 1 1 of last year, we

JENNIFER MATTOX
Voice Guest Writer

--

The Wooster Forum, a central
Seminar, is a
part of the First-Yek
lecture and performing
arts series. This year's first-yeforum theme, "Difference, Power,
and Discrimination: Perspectives
on Race. Gender, Class and Culture," will bring to light many of
the problems that are facing the
American society today.
"I think we need to be concerned
about helping to equip our students with the skills they will need
to analyze and interpret the various
cultural perspectives evolving in
contemporary society and to adjust
where that is necessary," Dean of
the Faculty Yvonne Williams said
of the theme. "We need to give
students enough information so
that they can develop some strategies for participating in a much
society, both
more
domestically and globally."
This forum is not only bringing forth issues that are facing the
society as a whole, but also each
ar

nine-wee-

ar

multi-cultur-

al

ar
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met with Bill Snoddy, who
brought the proposed policy tor
our input, and we discussed the
draft and made suggestions. There
were both smokers and
on the committee. We
did go along with it, except that
we said we wanted one room in
non-smoke-

See

rs

Ian Banda manuevers around a
Mount Union defender In Wooster's 0 victory on
Tuesday. Banda tied Wooster's all time scoring record
of 64 goals. (Photo by Mike Pepper)

Senior

Smoking: page 2

commented that, "The forum
theme came about because of the
lack of concern of black people and
women to be treated as equals."
Because these concerns were expressed by the student body as well
as the faculty, the issues were
brought to the Educational Policy
Committee (EPQ by the administration, and the EPC initiated the
first-yeideal of having a three-yeforum that would deal with
the issues of racism, sexism and
classism. This program would
students expogive the first-yesure to the issues they will be facing on a college campus as well as
in the general society. The proposal was presented to the faculty,
and they voted in favor of the
three-yeforum series. Now that
this program has been implemented, what does the campus community hope that this forum will accomplish?
Tcddie Bonds, president of the
Black Students' Association, commented, "I hope that this forum
ar

ar

ar

.

ar

see Forum: page 2

All-Americ- an
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Forum focuses on discrimination
individual as well, in the hopes
that each person will come to
grips with his or her prejudices if
they are present and then begin to
make some changes.
forThe theme for the first-yeum came about as a result of the
Galpin sit-istudent protests and
marches that took place in the
month of April, 1989.
According to Terry Kershaw,
chairperson of the black studies
program, "The black students as
well as the white students were upset with the racial climate on campus. The students wanted to begin
to rid the College of some of the
racial tension that existed. However, they believed that this should
take place not only outside of the
classroom but inside as well.
This concern was shared by the faculty as well.. The students felt
the need for black students, women, and other ethnic groups to be
more recognized on campus in the
classroom as well in the social activities and lectures."
Misty Ede, president of the
Black Women's Organization,

V

Bacchanalia set for
Saturday night
MARC SMITH
.

Voice Staff Writer

that plays mosdy originals.
Tickets are $8 before Saturday,
while there will be a $2 addition to
tickets bought the day of Bach.
Hot dogs and corn make up the

Bacchanalia, or "a riotous or
drunken festivity; an orgy"
(American Heritage Dictionary) in
honor of Bacchus, the god of grape dietary staples,' while
liquids will be available
growing and wine, is occuring for
Valid ID is reunderage
for
those
the twentieth year this Saturday at
Pa Beck's Family Campground on quired for those that wish to drink
beer. The Crandalls plan to be
Friendsville Road.
Buses start leaving the parking strict this year, so they ask that
lot behind Freedlander at 2 p.m. ' everybody party smatt Also, they
and will be running to and from encourage everybody to bring tents
the campgrounds every half hour and sleeping bags to spend the entire night
until 2 a.m.
The organizers hope to avoid a
by
the
sponsored
festival,
The
performance of last year's arSatrepeat
on
begins
noon
at
Crandalls.
underaged students
Several
afterrests.
continue
all
urday and will
by undercover po-- confronted
were
Four
night.
noon and into the
illegal possesion
for
officers
lice
bands will appear. They include:
Crandalls would
The
College
Weasels,'
a
of .of. alcohol.
The Garden
Wooster folk band; Blue Dixie, a appreciate everybody's coopera-tioGrateful Dead cover band from St.
Louis, MO; Texas Tea, a C.O.W. ' Remember,the CrandaHs emphaband, that plays classic rock and size: rage with caution, r
roll; and finally, Oroboros, a band
.

,

non-alchoho- lic

"

;
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News
Safe walk restarted under direction of program house
YALMANONARAN
After a year wiih low utilization
and disappointed volunteers. Safe
Walk, a student-ra- n
program aimed
at providing escorts to students at
night, is ready to start another year
in a much different format.
Centered on a program bouse
with 12 students living in it. Safe
Walk will have longer hours, from
8 p.m. to 2: ajn. every day, and
"consistency,- - provided by continuous coverage by bouse residents,
say Bill King and Jerrold Miller,
the contact persons for the pro- gram. The two also added that

When the service resumed in September of 1989 for the fall semester, the numbers were up to an average of 3 .5 persons using the service every night.
The numbers decreased again after November, and the program
was discontinued after December
when volunteer groups reported
difficulties in getting their members to work for the program any
more.
King and Sylvia Young, the advisor to the program, attributed the
decline of numbers towards the end
of each semester Safe Walk was
operating to the lack of a constant
pool of workers.

Safe Walk Program, located at to face the commitment. "It's an
Dunn House, with help from outimportant program, and I think I
side volunteers. The residents of ' can dedicate my weekends once in
the bouse will be covering all the while for Safe Walk, " said Elicia
time slots that volunteers do not gram bouse would trade off for the
fill up. Extension 2332, the time commitment. The program
phone number for Safe Walk last participants also mentioned the
year when it was operated in Hold-e- n, need for escort service after parties
will be transferred to Dunn on weekends, and King stated that
House by the end of this week, records reveal most "crime alert"
events in the last three years had
making it easier for upperclass students to remember it from the past happened after 1 a.m.
The average utilization rate of
year, said Fred Horst, the head
Safe
Walk was five persons per
College.
electrician at the
exnight during the first month it was
The fact that the service is
tended to weekends this year started in 1989. However, the rate
doesn't seem to disturb the bouse dropped
to 3.05 persons in Februresidents who all seem to be ready ary and
to 1.1 persons in March.

they are ready to start the service
as soon as the Safe Walk phone is
installed in the bouse.
Started by a group of students in
January 1989, Safe Walk operated
in different locations for the next
two semesters until December
1989 when it was discontinued by
the organizing committee because
of difficulties in getting volunteers
to work for the program. Several
student groups, including dorms,
clubs, sections and student organizations, were taking part in the
running of the program last year,
with each group covering one
night every other week.
This year the program will be
organized by the members of the

Voice Staff Writer

WCWS hours limited; intereferes with physics
DAVID ROYSE
Voice Suff Writer

The college radio station,
WCWS
90.9, is back on the.
air for another year, but with shortened hours of programming. Due
to interference with delicate physics equipment, the station will go
off the air from 12:15 to 5:00-pjn- .
and again from 8:00 p.m. to
11:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, according to the station's assistant general manager,
Andy Gardner.
The station has been interfering
with physics experiments, since
getting a new antenna and increas

ing power two years ago. according to Gardner, but it was not immediately apparent what the problem was.
Since the source of the interference was identified, the station and
the physics department have been
working to find a permanent solution, but according to Don Jacobs,
chairman of the physics depart- ment, the onfy effective permanent
solution would be to move the
tower and the transmitter to a more
remote location.
"Right now the tower is just too
close to the academic buildings.
Until it can be moved." says Jacobs, the College "has to work

with having the station go off the
air, which is unfortunate. It's not
what we want to see happen."
According to Gardner, however,
moving the tower is a distant possibility because of the enormous
expense- .-

- "

"Everybody is upset about being cording to station manager Jen
off the air," says Gardner, "but McGee. "But we're fortunate that
since the financial aspect is not a it's only two days a week. The
problem for us, it's still going to physics department has been very
be one of our best years ever."
.helpful in that respect. They could
The temporary solution will last
at least through this semester,' ac

decide that they wanted to do
periments all weeli.

ies requirement."
Misty Ede commented, "This
forum will accomplish as much as
the faculty wants it to because
they are the ones teaching the
course."
Kershaw commented, "I would
hope that this forum would make
the campus community aware of

the fact that racism, sexism, and
classism is still a reality in this
society, and we have a responsibility to the society because we are
part of it Because we are a part of
this society, we must begin to

ex-

Forum: Aims to promote awareness
--

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

g
will be
and get
the students to realize their own
prejudices. I only wish that this
theme would not only exist for
three years but be placed permanently in the form of a black stud- thought-provokin-

take important steps to bring
about social change in this American society."

Smoking: Petition instigates reform in smoking policy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

bie, well put together policy.
There was no vote, we were just

each building designated for smokasked if we had any comments.
ers, and we asked that they support There seemed to be support for it."
smoking staff members to attend a
Another member of the commitstop smoking clinic."
tee reported. "It seems as though
William S noddy, vice president the administration came to us with
for finance and business, said.. a report on what somebody else
"There was a lot of concern ex- - had already done - we were just lispressed that rooms be identified for tening before it was sent to the
people who smoke. What we all Board of Trustees."
realize now is that whatever policy
Qaisar Imam, last year's chair of
is adopted, won't be acceptable to Campus Council, said. "A draft
everyone. It is back in the hands was brought last semester to
of the administration. They need Council for suggestions and opinions. The members all sat down
to agree ow policy."
Several members of last year's to discuss the best possible policy.
SGA then came out with their
conference committee of faculty reported that a draft of a smoking own policy, that suggested certain
policy was discussed. One mcm- - areas for smoking. This policy
ber said, "It's my impression that came back to Council.and George
chaired a committee
we didn't spend much time on it - . Q,nan
th&t
'
a
brought
smoking survey to
we thought it was a very reasona- i

the students, for their input"
The survey reflected the opinion
that a policy be created "to protect
the health of the campus community while continuing the privilege of smoking on campus."
"Campus Council can't pass
anything that directly affects faculty, or college employees," said
Imam. "This was considered an institutional policy, and we really
couldn't make any decisions, even
with the survey from students."
Jennifer Belmont, President of
SGA, said, "I'm frustrated with
the way this issue is being
handled. Some quality recommendations made by SGA were not
considered in April, and now, five
months later, the administration
realizes the importance of those
recommendations."
Now that the 1990-9-1 academic

year has commenced, members' of
the campus community are waiting for further action to take place.
Said Cope land, "We need to talk
again with Campus Council, the
conference committee, and the
hourly employees committee, and .
decide bow a policy would affect
the campus. We must become
clearer about what kind of services
we can have to assist people who

want to stop smoking, what
rooms to set up for people who
want to smoke. A decision hasn't
been made."

Others on campus wish a policy
were presently under effect Said
Perley, "Since a policy wasn't im- -'
plemented. I instigated a petition
which 84 faculty members have
now signed. We are one of the
last colleges in GLCA to adopt a

'policy. My concern is that we've
lost a. whole other year. It's hard

to implement a policy like this
one once the year's already started.

I'm not telling people not to
smoke. I can insist that people
who don't wish to be submitted to
smoke should not have to be. especially in eating areas like
Mom's. This should come from
presidential leadership. It-- is a
mystery to me why the President
wouldn't have implemented a policy before now."
Pattin, respresentir uy -employees, expressed confusion as
well. "No one's said anything to
us since that date January 11.
We were under the impression that
it would go into effect July 1. A
lot of employees have asked me
about it."

r'v
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College implements new recycling program
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Staff Writer

A highly structured and comprehensive recycling program is being
implemented at the College of
Wooster this academic year.
The administration realized it
was in the school's best interest,
both economically and environrementally, to have a large-scacycling program and we've taken
very significant measures in that
direction," said Scott Nelson, who
has been hired by the College as
e
recycling
the campus
le

full-tim-

leader.

Administration and faculty support has strengthened the programs.
"President Henry Cope land and
Mr. William S noddy (Vice President for Finance and Business)
have been especially great in their
support," said Nelson. "The College has put their efforts behind
.

this program in every possible
way.
The program needed to be more
organized and we needed a full-tithe
leader. Thanks to
program now has a leader."
There has also been a rise
in the number of recycling
program members.
"We've got a lot of people helping us out," said Jamie Sloan, supervisor for Meyers Recycling
Program House. "In addition to
the core recyclers, we are getting a
number of volunteers. The first
day I had to do all the campus recycling myself. We cut the time
in half the second day because
more people showed up."
The program hts become more
comprehensive due to the increase
in the number of recycling bins
across campus in addition to the
types of material that are being reme

the-Colleg-

e,

--

cycled.

and lass bins and Lowry takes
care of paper and cardboard," said
Nelson.' Tin is also being recycled and offices and service buildings have bins as well."
Currently, newspapers are not
being recycled.
The Ida Sue School collects all
newspaper from campus and has it
recycled, but they are unable to
collect newspapers right now,"
said Sloan. "Until they can accept
newspaper, students should just
keep their papers."
Materials to be recycled are taken
by a truck and trailer purchased by
the College to Metallics Recyrecycling
h
cling, a
center on Bowman Street
Nelson said the program may
improve even further.
"A cardboard compactor may be
'
installed in Lowry," Nelson added.
"Lowry generates around 300
pounds of cardboard a day and daily

--

are burdensome. To have cardboard recycled in Lowry would
help."
Students have been responsive to
the recycling efforts.
"Last Saturday, we took all material to be recycled from Arming-to- n
and only, three days later three
hoppers were already filled with
cans and glass," said Sloan. ' "So
we know students are doing their
Annington and Bissman residence halls will soon be receiving
bigger bins.
"Ordering bins has been made
easy, due to donations from Rubbermaid," Nelson said.
.Many students have also used
the recycling program's audix
number, a number to call if students have questions, comments,
suggestions, or a bin in need of
pickup.

.

the program has worked.

"I'm really positive," he said..

There's been a lot of support
from students. I think it's becotn- ing common knowledge to recycle.

part"

drive-throug-

-

.-

People have to know that this is
how we must handle waste. It
should just become a reflex, to recycle something instead of thrashing it."
He added, " Because this is new
program, it's important for people
to be patient with our efforts to
get things running smoothly., But
with Jamie's leadership and the enthusiasm and commitment of the
students in the recycling program,
we can have one of the most pro--,
gressive recycling efforts of any
campus in the United States."

"Every dorm and house have can

Part 2:

Holden Hall admits
:L. ;s
Voice Assistant Production Editor

ycar men jn: Nfyers House... . ...
"I really don't even notice that
there are men living here," stated
Editor's Note: In last weeks issue, Holden resident, sophomore Kim
Walter. "My only experience has
the title. Men in Holden, Women
beone night when I was searchbeen
to
readers
Armington,
lead
in
my outside key to get into
ing
for
living
men
in
lieve the topic of
Holden
and a male student came up
be
Holden was also going to
me
with his key and opened
behind
unfortunatley a phrase of
that title was deleted. Part 1 of a 2 the door for me; it was strange bePart Story. So on with Part cause I don't expect men to have
keys to Holden."
2
"I sometimes forget men now
Holden, that monument of a
dorm, which until this year was live in Holden especially when I
the largest single sex dorm on go to use the computer room and
Wooster's campus housing ap-- find a man using it," commented
senior Holden resident. Sue
proximately 260 women students,
"I was ready to remind him
rek.
has changed its residence's profiles
first-yeresidents have priority
Holden
that
a bit. It now houses 25
in Holden then I
computers
male students on a section of the of the
now live here
men
remembered,
dorm refered to as ground new.
too."
According to Director of HousThe men living in Holden seem
ing Betty Rea, "In an attempt to
increase housing for women's to enjoy it, although there are a
clubs, we allocated 43 spaces in few disadvantages since the majorimale students live
Armington to women which were ty of first-yein Kenarden or Stevenson.
normally for housing first-ye"If we want to see our friends,
men. We recovered 25 of those
we
have to walk across campus bemen
year
spaces by housing first
most of them live in Kenardspaccause
in Holden and the rest of the
student
en," commented first-yees were recovered by housing firstd;

ar

ar

ar

ar

and Holden resident, Mark Webb.
"It really isn't that bad, we have
met quite a few women that live
here so I guess it equals out, wet-arjust meeting more women, than
men."
' "We are a bit isolated, but in the
end we just have to travel across
campus and communicate vith
our friends more than if we lived
in Kenarden," expressed first-yestudent. Brad Brewer, resident of
ar

Holden.

Some of the men don't notice a
difference at all. "I've never lived
over in Kenarden so I don't feel
that I'm missing anything," stated
Luke Blair, first-yestudent and
resident of Holden. '
The situation of both men and
women living' in Holden seems to
be a change that has caused no
problems if it has even been noticed by the residents.
"Co-e- d
living is beneficial to
both the campus and the students,"
stated Lisa Walsh, senior Holden
resident. "It creates more of the after collegereal life situation where
men and women interact on a daily
basis as well as living situations."
ar

Reading and Writing Center West Now Opened
PM
Sundays
Taylor 211 (Math Center) X 2490
Peer Tutor: Carissa Conner on duty
7-- 10

Cargo Crate Furniture Co.

men

first-ye- ar

JEANENESPOH.

dis-cusse-

"A lot of people are calling the
audix," said Sloan. "I had 14 calls
today. Most of them need bins or
have bins that are overflowing." .
Nelson is very pleased with how

trips downtown to have it recycled

Functional furniture for less.
Futons
39 x 75
54 x 75
60 x 85

Twin
Full
Queen

v
$199
$225
$248

e

We also have hand made crates,
and trunks in sizes to fit any room.
10
Off with College ID
We will deliver.
12218 Linclon Way East
(9 miles from campus)
682-680-

0

Travel Agents International
We're with you all the way.
LOWEST AIR FARE"
.

GUARANTEED
Our policy states: "Unless otherwise specified
by youTravel Agents International will get you
the lowest published airfare available on regularly

scheduled domestic airlines at the time of ticketing
or will reimburse you the difference."
"

.

West High Plaza
1430 West High Street
Orrville, Ohio 44667
0
(216)
682-344-

Nationwide
Reg;

800-445-73-

36

TAA)933

t!
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Frick Art:

Piper exhibit offers "no hiding place"
rtxst
HANS JOHNSON

In an art museum still decorated
with laudatory plaques to Beethoven, Socrates, and enthroned West-- ,
em. white male scholars and artists, the mere presence of this exhibition should be disruptive and
subversive.
And there is the question. Do
we go to the museum to relax in
our global observations, to anesthetize our memories, to forget?
Or do we go to learn. Remember.

viewing of the visual works are
several recorded statements. Some
of these messages (recited by a
You come curiously, also motivoice many listeners would pervated by requests on your syllabus. ceive as that of a white woman)
With an empty time slot in the mimic the ways in which whites
schedule book, you have an hour often attempt to discuss issues of
to burn.
race and class. Other messages,
Approaching Frick Art Museum however, form a clear parody of
to view the Adrian Piper exhibit, white visitors' responses to the exyou sort once more through the
hibit itself, manifesting towards,
latest bulletins. Bodies are piled the works a mixed sense of severe
and tallied in Liberia. Out in the antipathy and confused disdain.
distant desert, a million troops eye
The basis for much of the attack
one another, their fingers caressing on Piper's art is precisely that it
is, by some vaguely explainable
the triggers. Politics as usual.
You walk up the museum's front standards, tocrpoliticaL Indeed, in
stairs, the reports ricocheting the recorded messages and in the
through your mind. You may ex- - ' realm of critics and cranks. Piper
pect the museum to be a place
is not praised for her inventive
apart, a bombshelter, a haven safe style of exhibit, structured 10 envefrom what you might call politics. lop the viewer in the images she
You crave soothing and an escape.
evokes, or for her creative incluEnter at your own risk.
sion of autobiographical narrative
Voice Viewpoint! Editor

-

Friday night!

Muggy and slightly bogus with a chance of rain.
low temperatures in the mid 60s as a Canadian cold front scraps with a
Southern high pressure system. Wait for the weekend to see who wins.
Saturday: Partly awesome, temperatures in the mid 60s, kinda like
the tunes at Bach. Hey guess what, Canadian cold front favored to win.
Bring a jacket to the festival, for it probably will be chilly (low 50's).
Wow man, look at the sky!
Sunday: Mostly awesome with a high of 69. Keep your sunglasses
close, the post-Bac-h
sunshine could be brutal on the eyes. Evening mild
temperatures conducive to long hours of catching up with homework.
Hold hands and tae a stroll through the campus.
(
Monday: Could be awesome, could be bogus with the temperatures
in the low 70s. It's all relative. Variable skies with a chance of rain in
the late afternoon, just your typical Wooster Monday. What a weekend

4;irV

MHTMH
YoaSTER:
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The Wooster Voice
The work of Adrian Piper Is featured In Frick Art
Museum exhibit. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
This exhibit offers no hiding
place for complacent audiences or
cloaked assumptions that everything is fine these days. Instead of a
detachment from the many hateful
realities of the world outside. Piper's works provides the visitor
with points of entry for examining
those realities, especially the realities of racism.
f
In her visually confronting photographs and drawings. Piper portrays faces which many white individuals have been taught to fear.
That one of these faces is the artist's own, her Negroid features emphasized, helps establish Piper's
perspective in the critique of racist
values which she undertakes.
To be heard simultaneous to the

Editor-in-Chie-

in the exhibit, which brings the

visitor closer to a rapport with
both the artist and her poignant
work.
Perhaps Piper draws recurrent
barbed criticism because she re--'
fleets too clearly what so many .
white audiences refuse to recognize: For Africans and African- - '
Americans in the United States,
daily living in oppressed roles and
still so often coerced into a repressive silence, thef personal is political Indicators on infant mortality
and life expectancy alone point out
that, in the face of unacceptable
obstacles, to be alive and to be
Black are in themselves statements
of political resistance.

1
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The Wooster Voice is published each Friday during the
acedemic year by the students of the College of Wooster.
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Programs seek adequate funding
GARRY CARR
Voice Staff Writer

non-prof-

It takes adequate funding and
careful planning to see the results
of program houses on campus.
Treasurers of programs know the
difficulty in trying to receive adequate funds in order to put some of
these programs into action.
Dream House, an inter-racigroup of men who work with the
campus to improve race relations
discovered the hard facts of funding. Last year, with a budget of
around $500, the house was able
to contribute towards a very sue-- 4
cessful diversity conference with
the BSA, the BWO, Dream's sister,
house Dene, and other organizations. Dream was also able to afford a guest speaker who attended
the Martin Luther King Day.
This year things aren't so easy.
With a budget of only $50, they've
had to conduct a thorough investigation of where more funds can be
obtained. First, let's look at the
main "chain" of organizations that
contributes to these program houses.
Every house is given a certain
al

'

Sp eaK

amount of money from the Wooster Volunteer Network, a
it
committee that receives its funds
from the Campus Council. The
Campus Council reviews the past
histories as well as he present
program ideas of all the houses.
They then give WVN what they
think is adequate (or whatever they
can), and WVN hands the treasurer
or contact person of each house an
account number and a note card
dispaying the amount of money
that house has in its account
Campus programming funds in
'89 totaled around $100,000. The
president's office increases that
' amount yearly depending on the
increase of the comprehensive fee.
This year that was a 7.8 increase. Therefore, there js a new
"90 total of close to $108,000.
The reason WVN could not give
out as much money was that there
is no permanent grant source.
This year and last. Campus Council gave WVN $6000. Yet in
1989, WVN was able to get an additional $5000 grant from President Copeland. This year, funding
in general has not necessarily been
cut, it just hasn't taken into ac- -

I

r

lour

ivima:

count the addition of six new program houses eager to get started.
WVN is waiting now to see if
they can get an .additional $6000
from Campus Council, particulard
ly to pay for the
transportation by many of the
housemembers to the Juvenile Detention Center or other places in
town and around the state.
Last year, the houses were asked
to create a preliminary budget and
then show that to. the WVN. The
WVN added up the total and presented the CC with an estimate of
$24,000 needed for substantial
funding. Even when the houses
went back to cut a little here and
mere, the figure was well over the
$6000 WVN received.
So where does the Student Government Association come into
play? As a completely separate entity, SGA receives an $8500 grant

Inside Out &
Down
Upside
William
v
Van Cleave

much-nccdc-

per semester.

Houses must

present a charter of their house and
proposed plans for the program.
The Funding Allocation Committe .
then decides, on the basis of these
two presentations, how much they
will allocate a specific house.

Giving capitalists a
Marxist piecfe of mind
Last night, Angela Davis addressed a packed McGaw Chapel audi- -'
ence on the topic of "Women's Empowerment: The Struggle for
Equality." It was a Marxist speech; it was a communist speech; it
was also a feminist speech. It was a speech which stimulated an audi
ence of primarily capitalists, primarily American Democrats arid Re
publicans, to applaud, and applaud Joudly.
When Davis discussed equal and free medical care for all Americans,
she addressed those capitalists on an issue central to her Marxist
.

thought

-

come sexism, coming together to make the world a betteisplace to
:
live. Unification. That's all It's really pretty simple.
On the other hand, there's nothing particularly unifying about capi
talism; in fact, it involves a decidedly different perspective, a decidedly
different frame of thought. Capitalism involves the achievement of
the individual inspite of other human beings in this society.
Capitalists clapped for Marxism. Did they know this? Probably
not. Whert I talked with my I.S. advisor last year, she said about Da
vis that she "has a wonderful way of being extremely radical without
anyone really realizing it"
o
This is not, as one might imagine, because Angela Davis is deceptive, or tricky, or evil, not even because she is sinister. No, instead
this is because Angela Davis solves our problems and relates to our
fears with a Marxist ideal with which it is difficult to disagree.
Angela Davis spoke historically. She spoke of countless names
and faces, names and faces which white history has overlooked. She
addressed the fact that "housework is still considered women's work,"
and that many of today's problems (like rape, like spouse abuse) have
'
been perceived as women's.problems.
She spoke to the issue of the absence of males writing about rape
and spouse abuse. It is almost exclusively men who rape women and
men who abuse their spouses. Davis argued against the Justory of
rape and abuse which has ignored the attackers and put the victims on
"
trial for the crimes committed against them.
She "encouraged men as well as women" to become involved in the
fight for equality.
adage concerning women's sexuality,
She brought up the age-ol- d
what I have often called "if yes means yes, and no means yei, what
.

What do you think of Lowry's new
'tray disposal' system? (Students are
now required to form one line to
dump their trays after meals as opposed to the original unstructured
method). (Quotes by Jennifer
Spilburg, photos by Mike Pepper)
.

.

.

.''.

.

means no?"

Davis even challenged her audience to live up to the "progressive
seminar theme, noting that "it's about time
idea" of our own first-yethat we begin to learn how to respect each other."
She encouraged education. "I need to know about Latinos, and peo
ple of Asian descent, and my indiginous sisters and brothers." "But
behind her need, she implied a need for us all to learn about others.
She challenged us to connect with her Marxist ideas, and we, for the
most part without even realizing it, met the challenge. Of course, it
was her own brand of Marxism, which still holds the individual to be
important. ."What we are trying to do is figure out how we can be
with each other and still keep our separate identities," she noted.
It was Angela Davis who made us challenge our own capitalistic as
sumptions, our own American "dream" ideals that are only realizable
by a small percentage of Americans.
Most of us in the audience were not Marxists. Most ot us were not
communists. But Angela Davis made it a lot more difficult for us to
'
be capitalists as well.
ar

"It's OJC . It's more proper to
stand in line. You don't have to
say sorry to everyone when you
run into them. It's more organized
now."
Zafar Khan, First year

"I think it's stupid. I understand
that they're trying to make it less
congested, but it takes too long.
There are too many peopleto have
just one nice, neat little line. I

personally

didn't

mind the

'crowding system.' We need cither
another point for tray disposals or
more carts to relieve the congestion."
Claire Pruchcr, Senior

'

.

But the underlying theme behind Angela Davis' lecture was unifica
tion. Coming together to overcome racism, coming together to ove- -

"It's real efficient It's less of a
pain than everyone clumping
-

around the conveyor belt. I like
it."
Paul Bosky , Sophomore

.

'

-

-

-

-
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Arts
Guitarist Mentschukoff called "brilliant
FAROOQ
Voice

AHSAN-UD-DI-

Attmt

N

.

Production Editor

To some oo this campus, the
name Andres Segovia is unfamiliar. Mention it to a person affili-aie- d
with the classical guitar, and
response is: The greatinstant
the
est guitarist that has ever lived."
Most would have given anything
to study under him. Well, there is
someone here at Wooster who has
studied with Segovia. He is the
current head of the guitar program,
Andrej Mentschukoff.
Born in Germany of Russian
parents and educated in Cambridge,
-Andrej Mentschukoff had a colorful childhood. At 19 he took up
Classical Guitarist Andrej Mentschukoff
classical guitar, fell in love with
sion, and concert hall performancoff is most popular at the College,
the instrument, and decided that be
es.
judging by the overwhelming rewanted to make a career of it.
The classical guitar is considered sponse he received." Mcntschuk-off- s
That was a quarter of a century
many to be one of the most
maby
love of the instrument and his
has
in
ago. and that period he
versatile
because
instruments
it
intense feeling for the music comtured like a fine wine and become
several
one of those elite guitarists that can be played to simulate
bined with a fluent technique has
instruments at once. It offers a prompted the Cleveland Press to
are referred to as Maestro.
He has studied with some of the wide range of notes, surpassed call him "a virtuoso in his own
n
names in history only by a few instruments such as right"
most
of classical guitar Andres Segovia the piano. Mentschukoff takes full
Andrej Mentschukoff likes to
and Julian Bream, to name two of advantage of this fact. In a live use music from a variety of sourcthe most famous. The former said performance he is described as es. Unlike some of the more strict
"brilliant" by journalist Klaus guitarists, he is not afraid to transof . Mentschukoff, "At last someone with a soul in his music"
Chopinski, who after hearing cribe music that was written for
He has also
Mentschukoff also acts as an inMentschukoff play wrote that he other instruments.
played several pieces created by
structor at the Cleveland Institute had "never realized that such deliof Music. He recently completed a cate sound was possible on the more recent composers. In fact at
tour of the Soviet Union and Gerguitar." He went on to say that Fit a concert one can expect to bear
many which included radio, lelevi- - .was very evident that Mentschuk

rl

J

4

well-know-

music encompassing various time
periods.
Mentschukoff has produced an
album called The Intimate Guitar
which contains several solo recordings of his own compositions.
He sees the guitar as an instrument'
in expressing one's feelings but at
the same time he does not want
his students to play and listen to it
only. The music is important, and
the instrument should be that with
which the performer is most comfortable He encourages his students to listen lb. and. if possible,
to try maqy types of musk; all of
these experiences help to make a
better and more versatile musician.
Eric PfefCnger said, "I consider
myself really fortunate to have
studied with Mr. Mentschukoff. I
really did not expect to work with
someone this famous at a small
liberal arts college."
Paul DcCoster, a senior French
and guitar major insists that
Mcnlschukoff was one of the main
reasons he chose to come to
"Wooster. "Andrej Mentschukoff
has helped me perfect my technique in a way that no other instructor has before, and has served
as an inspiration throughout." he
said. Another student said that
Mentschukoff "opened my eyes to
a new world." According to Alicia
Allen, who heard Mentschukoff.
play last semester while showing

wi
his technique to a student, says
that he "played with great feeling
and remarkable concentration considering the distraciionsof prospective student tours through
Gault Recital HallJ."
After the highly successful Russian tour, Mentschukoff returned
in July to Wooster and was told
that he might not be needed at the
College any more. The reason being that he had accumulated far too
e
many teaching hours than his
status would allow. The Col-- 1
lege, after ten years, could not give'
him tenure because he only worked
part time, so they were not going
to renew his contract. However,
one of his students discovered this,,
and managed to gather enough support to allow Mentschukoff to'
stay. The stay is only temporary
and it seems to the guitar students
that their instructor might suffer
the same fate as the strings instructor's position last year. "It
would be a shame to lose such a
great prof," said Kevin Wilkin.
the
Liz BaltengCT
other guitar students feel: " He
should definitely be kept on. I
think that he is one of the most
valuable teachers here."
Andrej Mentschukoff will be
performing a concert at 7:30 pjn.
at Gault Recital Hall on November
30.
part-tim-

sams-Bp'wh-

and Around Wooster.
complied by Shawn Perry ,
In

SAB films move to Underground
LISA WALSH
Voice SufT Writer

For those of you who have been
at Wooster longer than a year, you
may have noticed that Mateer is
not showing as many movies as it
did in the past. This unfortunate
change is due, according to Kelli
Holmes. SAB president, to financial problems.
Holmes said that the cost of
bringing in Bpcialrd movies to
Mateer is phenomenal. SAB had to
raise the cost from 51X0 to $1.50
last year to try and compensate for
the rental fees. Attendance has
dropped from previous years
which Holmes feels is due to. the
increase or vexs in students'
rooms.

To solve this problem. SAB has."
changed the movie program around
a bit. Now instead of offering two
movies each weekend at Mateer,
there will be videos shown at the
Underground every Wednesday
night. There will be one movie
shown at Mateer at 7:30pm and
10:00pm Saturday night, instead
of two movies with two different
showings Friday and Saturday
nights.
Holmes commented that attendance at the videos at the Underground has been good so far. The
price to attend the movie videos is
only $.50 and the Underground offers a good selection of food and
beverages such as beer, wine coolle
ers, nachos. popcorn and
micro-waveab-

burritos that Mateer

wasn't able to offer in the past
years.

Holmes said that she felt that the
environment in Mateer was pretty
sterile, and that students felt like
they were in a classroom instead of
a movie theater. She hopes that '
the more relaxed atmosphere in the
Underground will attract more people.
- Although Mateer is not offering
its usual two movies on Saturday
and Sunday nights, the classic
films will still be showing on

Sunday nights at 7:30 p.m.
Holmes also said that SAB is
planning on having Monday night
football nights down in the Underground in addition to their already
scheduled bands and DJ.s.

at

.

.

Voice Arts Editor

Akron Symphony Women's, Guild presents Crescendo, the annual
fashion event of the Akron Symphony Orchestra, on Friday. September
21rat the Sheraton Suites Hotel in Cuyahoga Falls. This year's fashions are courtesy of Kristin's of Crawfish Square and furs from Cikra
Furrier of Cleveland. General admission tickets are $30 and benefit the
Akron Symphony Orchestra, Akron Symphony Chorus, and the Akron
Youth Symphony. To receive an invitation, call at
535-813- 1.

The 1991 Raymond Carver Short Story Contest is sponsored
by Humboldt State University and is open to all writers living in the
United States. First prize will be $500 and publication in Toyon 9 1 ,"
the Humboldt State University Literary Magazine. Second prize will be
$250. Stories must be no more than 25 pages typed, double spaced, and
with a title on first page of story. Two (2) copies of each story must be
submitted and photocopies are acceptable. Author's name must not ap
pear on manuscript - type name, address, phone number and title of story
on two cover sheets and attach to each copy of manuscript The entry
fee is $7.50 per story and submissions must be postmarked no later
than November 19. 1990. Mail entries to: Raymond Carver Short Sto
ry Contest. English Dept. Humboldt State University. Areata. California!
95521-495- 7.
Entrants will NOT be notified pf receipt of manuscript un
less a
stamped envelope accompanies the manuscripts.
self-address-

ed,
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Feature
New Communications Professor
Metcalf impressed by Wooster

English department
swamped with IS

PAULINE ACH

MOUSUMI SARKAR

Voice Assistant Editor

Voice Staff Writer

"Colleges can be described by
buildings or endowment but the
best measure of a school's ability
is the school's faculty and students," said Eric Metcalf, one of
the two new professors in the
. speech communication
department.
So far he is impressed with both
faculty and students. Tm really
excited about working here."
He is also excited about the Independent Study program. "It is important for students to carve out
their own curriculum and is good
Communications Professor Eric Metcalf
training for grad school. You are
never going to remember 99 percent of what is taught but all of us
Metcalf received his Bachelor of the presidential primary campaign
remember something that we instiArts from University of New in New Hampshire. "I got to meet
gated," said Metcalf.
Hampshire, his masters from the and hear all of the candidates inBefore coming to Wooster, Metcalf taught at the University of University of Massachusetts, cluding the fringe candidates including Lyndon LaRouche, David
Massachusetts at Amherst and two where he is a PhJX candidate.
His speciality is rhetoric and Duke the former imperial wizard'
colleges. Elms College
in Chkopee;. Massachusetts, and public address. He has a special for the Klu Klux Klan, and Mi- -,
chael Levenson."
most recently Wesleyan College in interest in political communication
and would like to teach a class
One of the things that Metcalf
Macon, Georgia.
colon this subject This semester he learned was about democracy. "We
"Neither of the
tend to think of these fringe candiis teaching ' Group Discussion,
leges had women's studies prodates as not serious but if we live
grams, which is surprising," said MassIntemalionalInterpersonal
in a true democratic society each of
Metcalf. "I am impressed with Communication and Public Speakthese candidates has a right, to
ing, and advising IS.
both the women's and black stud1986-198run;"
said Metcalf.
followed
he
From
Wooster."
programs
here at
ies
all-wom- en

--

all-wom- en

.

;

--

-

course, Stewart said.
"In general people tend to set
aside a hour a week for advising.
One extra person means quite a
few extra hours over the year..
Everybody recognizes what the'sit-- .
uation is," Stewart said. "We arc
never going to come out even. As
long as this is not every year!" .
Given the present trend there,
seems to be a boom in the English
department" with the number of
English majors increasing every
year. Next year the numbers will
reach close to sixty and this indicates a need to recruit more faculty
members for the English depart-

ment

'

'.
.

Stewart agrees that the department is "understaffed" and that in '.
future more faculty members will
be required., He goes on to emphasize, however, that there will be
i"no impact on the quality of advis--ing- ."
:

:

,

'

Another English professor. Dr.
Dan Bourne, is not very happy
with the situation, however.
"I definitely think it's a prob-- .
km," Bourne added. He had to ask
least half a dozen unregistered
at
:
students
to leave in his Language,
addcuV .
The typical course load every Literature and Culture, class.
Along with an overload of 20 in
year for a faculty member is usually six courses and five IS students
see IS: page 8
or ten units is considered to be one
.

.

.

undergoes changes; new director hired

EMILY SILVERMAN.
Voice Staff Writer

;

Fifty-on- e
senior English majors
this year are overwhelming the
modest English department of nine
professors. '
Each professor is swamped with,
5.66 IS advisees, in contrast to
last years number of 4.78. Two
thirds of the department will have
one over the normal load of five
senior IS students this year,
j
Some professors like Thomas
Clareson have as many as seven or
eight IS advisees this year. The
number of advisees in the department has increased 18.45 while
the number of faculty has not had
a significant increase over the
same period.' .
According to Larry Stewart, the.
chairperson of the department, the,
'
Ideal would be three and a half stu- -,
dents per professor but situations1
'
'
like this are not unheard of.
"We are not talking of some
: outlandish numbers.
As it is the
department will Come out as an average of five (senior IS students)
over the last two years," Stewart

8,

CD&P

'

-

CDP has undergone startling
changes over the last year.
In addition to being housed in a
new and modernized building, the
Career Development and Placement Center also has a new director this yean Hoyte Wilhclm.
Hailing from Ada, Ohio and
holding an undergraduate degree in
business administration from Valparaiso University near Chicago,
Wilhelm has much experience in
career counseling and in working
with college students. After graduation from college, he spent' two
years as a marketing director for
the A.C. Nielson Company in
Denver. He then attended Bowling
Green State University for a masters degree in College Student Personnel. From there, Wilhelm

went to work at Albion College in
Michigan as Assistant Director of
Campus Programs and Organizations and as Assistant Director of
Residential Life. By 1986, he was
Assistant Director of Counseling,
Career Planning, and Placement
Wilhelm then accepted a position
at Kenyon College as full time director of the Career Development
Center and worked there for three
years before beginning at Wooster
in June of this year.
Wilhelm states that he "supports
the academic mission of liberal
arts institutions," and that one of
his many goals for the center is
that it will "empower students to
know that they have a lot to give
to a job or to graduate school."
He has "great confidence" in the
staff, which includes career counselor Kathy SaboL secretary Diana
Grice, peer advisors Amy McPhee

helm's direction is an attractive
t
Guide
new booklet,
to Career Development and Placement," which includes
of
jobs taken by recent graduates of
the College and what their majors,
were. The Center's staff also completed a formalized training session, and Wilhelm has made one.
of his priorities meeting faculty
and staff one on one "to acquaint
myself with them." He is "very
pleased to be here in a newly renovated building...(ihe center is a
new opportunity for' those who
"
V ;
choose to tise it.".
The Center is located in the
Rubbermaid Student Development .
Center on University Street behind
Holden HalL Its hours are' Monday-Friday
8:30 am to Sjxn. and
Tuesday and Thursday 7 pm to 9
pm. ,
"The-Studen-

a-li-

r,,',

j
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CD&P Director Hoyte Wilhelm
and Gretchen Kribbs, office assistants Hilary Saycr and Meg Farrarfc
and Chip Booth, the Center's ad

ministrative intern.
Among the many exciting features of the Center under Wil- -

:
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Scobie: True Scot on campus
KENNYBERG

ooe genuine Scoc oo campus. His
name is Brian Scobie. and he is
this year's visiting Gillespie professor of. English. Scobie, 46.
graduated1 with a master's degree
- from Glasgow University in 1966.
After three years of working as a
publishing editor, he started teaching at the University of Leeds in
1970. Leeds has been his home
since then, dihough-fc- e has worked
in many countries over the years.
He has been teaching in such different places as Sierra Leone in
West Africa. Poland. Czechoslovakia. West Germany, and Spain.
The Gillespie professorship was
created with the goal of enabling
teachers from foreign countries, especially Scotland, to come to
Wooster and contribute to the
atmosphejje ere.
This scmlslcr. Scobie will be
.teaching courses on short fiction
& narratology and on the drama of
in-temati-

onal

Shakespeare's contemporaries.
Narrative theory is one of the

-

fields in which he wanted to teach
when he came lo Wooster. Scobie
is also interested in offering a
course on Scottish literature and
contemporary British literature,
which may be offered next semes-u- r.
.

So how does a Scottish profes--
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The early August sun beat every last one of its 97 degrees onto
the unprotected head of our hero.
He strode with ambivalence; one
leg marching onward with stalwart resolve toward his next task,
the other straggling behind in a
drunken blur of dehydration.
Our hero's torso, once of formidable posture, drooped in a for- -'
ward slump. Although it used
gravity to pull its branched baggage along, it fought all the
while with Earth's strongest will
to avoid falling in defeat to the .
endless fairway before him. Mcr- -:

-

mmmmmmmmmmm

mi

English Professor Brian Scobie
sor living in Leeds end up teaching

must know your subject well,

at the College of Wooster? Last
spring he was asked if be would be

have an ability to' communicate
what you know to your students
and generate enthusiasm in them.
Important, too, is to know the level of perception of the undergraduates. For Scobie that is particularly difficult, since be is in the process of adjusting to a new system.
What about students, then? What
is the ideal student like? According
to Scobie. you should have an
open mind and exercise your curiosity. As a teache&yoa hope that .:
the students are sufficiently
so that they can be brought
to play with a certain idea.

interested m coming here, and after
speaking to some members of the
academic staff and administration,
he said yes. "It seemed like a good
idea." Scobie says.

Furthermore, he thinks that
Wooster as a place and as a college
seems very attractive. "Everyone
helpful
here as
and friendly." says Scobie, adding
that he is not used to working in
such a small college, where every-- ,
body seems to know each other.
When asked to describe the qualities that distinguish a good teacher, he says that as a professor, you
been-extrem- ely

.

open-mind- ed

sec Scobie: page 9

ronmental

Action

Coalition

(SEAC), this conference plans to
expand their movement by estaWhat's new in the. world of envi- - blishing links with minority, laronmental activism? Where's the bor, and social justice groups.
place to be if you re aayone who's Further, CATALYST stands as a
interested in working to be tier the turning point as representatives
environment? This October marks from Eastern Europe and other
a new level of understanding and countries also gather together with
planning as students from all over
American students to share new
the United States and the world ideas with the understanding that
no single country is in this alone
gather together at CATALYST,
' which is the National Student Enand that, as a global community,
we must jointly plot and plan to
vironmental Conference in
stop the war that the people of the
d
Says
of ECOS. Woost-er- s world seem to be waging with the
group for Environmental Conearth.
cerns of .Students, Scott Nelson. ' , Other speakers include: Robert
"This is the most important student Redford, acteirand environmental
environmental conference of the
activist; Winona LaDuke, presiyear. We're expecting over 3000
dent of the Indigenous Women's
students from several foreign coua-triNetwork; Cesar Chavez, president
and there will be speakers
of the United Farm Workers; and
such as Jesse Jackson, Ralph Nad- -.
many more. "
' er, and leaders from about every
Wooster also plans to get inother environmental organization
volved and to take actiod'at CATon the globe."
ALYST. ECOS is sending a van
.Organized by the Student Evi- - load of interested participants to
Voice Staff Writer

Cham-paighn-Urba- na.

co-hea-

es

.

time to die. Oh.well.
But, suddenly, in what was per
haps a gift from the gods them
selves, our hero spotted his Savi
our. Across the endless miles of
figure
silver mirage, a pencil-lik- e
bright-pink
in
favorite
his
dressed
golf shirt, sped along in a surrealis- tically small pickup truck. In
spired, our hero mustered all of the
air in his searing lungs, and. in an
final flash of glo
ry, whimpered, "Harry! " Defeat
ed for the last time, the selfguru sub
proclaimed
mitted to his onrushing destiny of
cilessly, tenaciously,- - the darkness. The last words heard by
groomed field of green drew him our hero as he lapsed into heat
with a heavy, hypnotic han- d- stroke was the
pencil
lower and lower our hero's head man's heated exclamation. "Jesus
hung. Then, finally, with the Christ! Sphagnum, you spazzzzz!"
thud of an expiring hippopota
It seemed to fit the mood.
mus, the beast fell to the ground,
As our hero regained conscious
scattering grass clippings in a ness, revived by a rain of tobacco
green, crystalline mist.
saliva mist from the walking, talk
Our hero knew the end was ing. No. 2 Dixon Ticonderoga's
near.
contorted, infuriated mouth, he had
Sure, he had burned brightly two visions. The first was that of
for maybe even two or three years a severe wave of nausea overcom
of the short 21 be bad lived. Just ing hima storm tide beneath a full
the other morning be bad driven. 2 hnoon came to ftrim&?TTie"'seeohd
numerous pieces of heavy equip-- 'was far more distant, yet clear and
ment around the course while far more terrifying than the former.
coping with a drunken stupor
Our hero saw a decrepit office in
held over from the previous even
the bowels of Lowry Center, and in
ing's alcoholic binge. $2.65 for that office an eyebrow-furrowea pitcher of lukewarm Miller disheveled, cranky young man
High Life, why not? That one pounding computer keyboard keys
fat lady with the parasol was and hoping for a literary miracle.
pissed when be ran over her golf Hell, an entertaining story or even
ball, but bey, at least she was in a somewhat-eloquentl- y
stated point
her cart when he scraped it with of view would be just fine. With
his mower. Even now, as he lay this great vision before his eyes,
there on his death meadow, her his nausea overtook him and he
native Hawaiian tongue lashed threw up in anticipation.- -.
Perhaps it was a
out at him.
almost-certainl-

y

-

golf-cour- se

pink-shirt-

ed

'

d.

Environmentalists gather at conference
MEGAN WERELEY

Peter T. Stratton

Qo West, Young Man...

Voice Staff Writer

This year there will be at least

Reflections

participate in the many workshops
varying from global warming and
acid rain to the plight of the rain
forests in Brazil. CATALYST allows those who feel that they are
capable to actually lead their own
workshop as welL
The cost is $10 a person' with
camping provided. The enthusiasm for this conference can already be felt here at Wooster as
senior Hank Moore, also a
of ECOS, states that "The CATA-- "
LYST Environmental Conference
is going to be awesome! I believe
the conference represents a new
trend in student action across the
U.S. and around the world."
There is still time to get involved and register for this conference! Hank Moore adds that he
"...would like to encourage all students from the most environmentally concerned to those just getting interested to contact ECOS if
they are considering going."
co-he- ad

'-.

IS: English majors abound
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
do not feel any effects ye
bis Creative Writing class and an
their IS is still notoAbU motion.
Junior PaMckMurphy said, "I
extra IS student to advise. Bourne
is definitely not very pleased.
don't haveufLS advisor yet, but
I cannot devote the individual as BfyetThere is no problem."
attention to students as they de
'Junior Sarah Bullock observes.
serve. There just isn t umi
"It's blatantly obvious that we
Bourne said.
need more faculty, as the number
Nearly all the English
of students are beginning to rise,
and the college should oblige."
at the College require intensi
writing and this type reqt
Bourne says that the reason for
time and individual attention.
the increase is "The new curriculum
Bourne adds, "On the one hand
the English department, the new
I'm heartened that students are in:h to literature which seems
terested in exploring language and relevant to a laree numher of etn.
matters of in the courses and in dents."
.
their own lives. That's good - if
Stewart adds, "English does give
mere will be faculty here to meet a lot of options to people, espethis need."
cially people who may not know
Most of the students, however. what definite direction to go."

1
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Scobie: Requires student response
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Contributed by Dan Pancake
Editor's Note:The- solution will appear In next week's Issue.
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42. A Campbell
1. Camoulflage
43. 1.000 (abbr.)
44. Tent or tomato
5. Home to grain
9. Inyjtuion responses &i
j uoovAS. Extremely j. ? ut,
13. Dastarifly
47. The, past
14. Publish
48. Melt
49. April's companion
16. Paddle
50. Sun God
17. Certain Post Office item
19. Bad man
.51. Set fi. thriller
54. Not too bright
21. Pushes
55. Poison
22. Taken for granted
58. No; slang '
25. Plural suffix
59. Salad bar staple
26. Give with faith
63. Lamp Resident
28. False
64. Burst
31. Narrow
65. Invcrtors initials
32. YouandI
66. Shoe size
34. Barley in beverage
'
67. Some soap
26. Clumsy
69. Anger
38. Game over
70. Mints or mountains
39. sleep cheap
71. Tender to the touch
40. Roscoe
Across
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1. Roll it or weave it
2. Novello
3. Flintstonepet
' 4. Basic
5. Sight
6. Unconventional
7. Tops
8. Single
10. Gabriel's LP
1 1. Least resistance
12. School formulas
15. One place to another
18. Campus house
20. ABC, for example
23. MO. city
Lanka
24.
27. Irving or Carter
28. Stomach aches
29. Tank
30. Time period
33. Done with
35. Yellow's Cousin
37. Aided in the past
38. Charcoal, pen & ink
41. A list
44. Embarassed
45. Prominent figure
46. Meat treat
50. "Along for the
52. Eggs or Sunday
53. Opposite of SE
"
54. Keeps your baby
55. Female rock group .
56. Ms. Carter, almost
57. Scents
59. Pronoun
60. Prefix
61. Two vowels
62. Help for hair.
63. Stone
MTV raps"
68."

Scobie also considers his own .
style of teaching to be requiring a
response from the students "You
never want to predict fully the way
the discussion of a particular topic
will go," he says, and continues
with stating that he wants "an in-

teraction

students.

with,

You...don't want to tell them -you want them to discover."
The U.S. is not at all unknown
territory to the Gillespie professor.
He has been here many times before, mostly to compete in middle

or long distance running, or to accompany other athletes to competitions here. Scobie is the coach
for many distinguished
athletes, of whom two hold.
British records. He is also the
team manager of the British Blind
and since
Team in
1985 he has been the secretary of
the International Blind Sports Association (IBSA), which legislates
international competition.
Scobie will stay at the College of Wooster until next sum-tne- r,
when he will return to his
work at the University of Leeds.
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Wooster football shutout
John Morrow
Voice Sports Writer
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Saturday's lossiorML Union is al- ready past history.
Brian Grandison, the team's star
tailback, said, we just got beat.
Ml UaiBh was bigger, stronger,
.

--

and faster.

Saturday's ""game

against Wittenberg will be different. Expect to see a 110 improvement." Coach Tucker ex- - .
pressed similar feelings. "We have
players are determined and enthu
siastic. Last Tuesday s practice
may have been the best practice I
have conducted at Wooster."
The Scots believe this emotion
will help in their first conference
game' against the Wittenberg Ti- ' gers mis Saturday.
Wittenberg's style of play should
make this week's game exciting.
Wittenberg will try and dictS&the
r tempo of the game. "Wittenberg
likes to constantly pressure the
baHJ said Coach Tucker. This
strategy will present many scoring
opportunities for the Scots.
"If they Wittenberg blitz us.
ana we can eei tne oau in ine oren
field to one of our players, then a
"scoring opportunity should arise,"
said Coach Tucker.
WoosteriausTTely on its inexperienced blockers to give the of--

-

TV

-

J

Senior captains Eva Dodds,

Brian Grandison finds a wholo In Mount Union's
defense during last . Saturday's loss, 48-(Photo by
Mike Pepper)
0.

fehse adequate time to react to the
constant pressure. This is something they failed to do last weekend
against Ml Union.
If the Scots succeed in warding
off the Wittenberg defense, then
these opportunities should help the
Scots break the Tigers gamep lan.
Wooster wants also to control
Wittenberg's offense. This is a
formidable task with Jeff Stockade
in Wittenberg's
and John War
backfkld.
The two runners have combined
for over 2800 yards rushing in the
past two years. These two players
are the key to the Wittenberg at

course, scoring 22

half mile

points to Oberlin's 34.
"I was really pleased with the
team effort," commented Head
Coach Dennis Rice. "Everyone
gave a great performance and ran
strong."
Junior Karen Aeberli came
across the line first while junior
Susan Louis kicked it in the last
leg to finish third (she actually tied
for second, but we gave them that
point). Juniors Anna Scherzer and
Beth Blakemore, both running tremendous efforts, placed fourth and
fifth, respectively.
fighting her lungs all the way, and
Shade Whitesel came across in
ninth and tenth and junior Whitney
McGoodwin, running her first ever

5--

all-Ameri-

can

me

.Vi

VIDEO: War of the Roses The Underground 7:30 P.M.
POSTER SALE: Trent Graphics LC Main Lounge 10 AJA.-- l P.M.
Satnnfav. September 15
TRAVEL: CEDAR PCJtfNT depart LC 9 AJM.
FILM: ET Mateer 7:30 P.M., 10 P.M.
LIVE BAND: TBA The Underground 10 P.M.
September 16
Simd-iv-.
LIVE MUSIC Scottish Bagpipe Band with dancers
Lowry Center Patio 4:3CTPM.-- 6 PM.
CLASSICFILM The Thin Blue Line Mateer 7:30 P.M.

5. Rochester

ar

while

'sophomore

Jenny

McCreight placed 22nd. First-yestudents Amy Bacik, Jill Wallace
and Karen TruzzeU came across the
line in 23rd, 24th and 25th place,
respectively.
All in all, it was a very successful start to a great season. The
next meet is at Denison this Saturday for the Great Lakes Conference
Association Invitational and a
week from that on September 22
is the Wooster Invitational, the
only home cross country meet.
ar

record of 64 goals to become
leading scorer.
Wooster's all-liSophomore Rio Morgan currently
leads the team in scoring with six
goals and four assists while classmate Galen Avgerinos has four
goals and three assists.
Rounding out the top scorers are
sophomore Brad Evans, junior
Mark Hoffmanjunior Adam
Plues, and first-yeMalt
crief, who have three, two, and one
goals respectively.
- Taking over the goalkeeping duJohn Weidenham-me- r
ties is first-yewho has only allowed two
goals in five games, three, of
which he started. '
This weekend the team travels to
Michigan for the Calvin Invitational. On Friday, the team faces
Goshen, while Calvin is the oppo
nent on Saturday. The team will
be home on Wednesday to face a
strong team from John Carroll
University. The game is scheduled
for 4 pan.
me

ar

ar

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE

6. Salem State

7. Muhlenberg

place finish.
Senior Jane Major, who normally acts as a student trainer, tried
her forrm.on .the rocky uneven
course and placed 13th, a lucky
number this lime around. Sophomore April Heck, who is looking
to have a very 'successful season
ahead of her. finished 15th, and
first-yeSusan Roberts, giving a
strong effort for the first race of
the season, finished 16th.
Junior Nettie Link placed 17th

Men's soccer undefeated

tack. To control Wittenberg's of- TOM STEFANIK
fense, Wooster needs to stop the Voice Sports Writer
Tiger's running game. The Scots
plan to achieve this with some agThe 1990-9- 1 mens' soccer team '
gressive play of their own.
steamroUer continued to crush'
"This team is pumped. We are everything in its path over the past
going to go at them with a venweek.
geance," said Grandison.
On Saturday, the Scots trounced
Coach Tucker went on to say Ohio Northern University 7--1 and
that "it win be a challenge to reshut out Mount Union at home, 0,
spond from last week's loss and
on Wednesday. Scoring for the ,
prove that we can play solid footScots against Mount Union were
ball.".
Ian Banda with two goals, while
We win find out tomorrow when Rio Morgan, Brad Evans, and Matt
the Fighting Scots take on Witten- Moncrief each scored once.
berg at 1:30 p.m. in Severance ' The Scots are getting the recognition they deserve as the National
Stadium.
Soccer Coaches Association of
America have them ranked second
in the Great Laker region and
eighth in the nation.
ISAA Division III
Leading the way for the Scots is '
Ian Banda,
senior
who already has seven goals and
tied the all-tiscoring record
1. Elizabcthtown
against Ml Union on Tuesday. He
2. Bethany
now needs only one more goal to
3. "WOOSTER
over come Key Akintundes old
Diego
4. Cal-Sa- n

Men's Soccer Poll

f.

cross country race, completed
Woosters top seven with her 12th

.

outran Obexiin Friday, September
7. The rain held off as the Scots
ran on the mostly flat two and one

s

a)

SHADE WHTTESEL
Voice Sports Writer

. ' The training of the proceeding
two weeks paid off as the women's
cross country team completely

,

The Fighting-'Scotleft the' football fieVlasi Saturday without
jcoring-- point op offense, and allowing fburty-eigon defense.
After such a wide margin of defeat, the Scots could have become
apathetic about the remainder of
the football season. But according
to Woosters coach. Bob Tucker,

Women runners start strong

-

8. Ohio Wesleyan
9. RTT
10. Messiah

Starts Sunday, Sept. 23
A MINIMUM of 6 players is needed per team.
Roster Sheets can be picked up at the PEC front office
Due by Sept 16 at 4 PM
QUESTIONS? Contact Tracey Howerton (X3604 or
or
Steve Moore (PEC, X 2176)
C-18- 88)

i
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Professional
Sports

Sports Parlay
Ethan Gorsuch

Weekend

Friday & Saturday, Sept 21 & 22

Major Leayiie Standings
American League

Losses of the Week

t, Fast

A

Well, it was a very busy week- - were only pulling about3,000 fans
end for sports fans. The U.S. per home game while those fiery
Open finals, the opening week of Indians posted marks of 15,000
people attending their games. Lord
pro football, as well as the conknows
what the real aftrndance was
tinual pennant race in baseball.
Municipal
the
at
Pit
Where to start, where to start..
Speaking of embarrassment, the
I really was hoping to see the
Jonny Mac guy win die Open but Yankees were 0 for 12 versus the
that kid Sampras played a hell of Athletics this year. Quite an aca tournament. With a serve at complishment for the Bronx Bom
124 m.p.h. it's no wonder he. won bers.
The city of St. Louis is looking
the thing. If only Walt,Terrell
for an expansion pro football team
could have a fastball that speed
after they essentially chased the
For those of you who were cu
rious, Panhandle St. did hold on Cardinals out of town by not
showing up to their games. Why
to beat McMurry 43 to 27 in Satthey give the team to a more
don't
urday afternoon's CFL action...
deserving
city like Dallas. Oh, late
I think I would enjoy a good
hearty laugh if Willie. McGee bulletin, they already have an ex
beat out both Len Dykstra and pansion team
Dare of the week: With a team
Dave Magadan for the batting
with as much personality as the
title in the National League.
Then maybe, just maybe, Lenny Montreal Expos, I dare- - you to
name 5 players on that team other
would stop grossing everybody
than Tim Raines...
grapefruit-sized
out with that
What kind of name is Zip'
chew that he has...
you go around bragging that
Would
Speaking of getting beaten, it
you
were
a Zip? That's what varsi
amazed me that McWoo managed
tolJeeqUusamifltAnd. spark . ,ty .players from. Akron- U. have to
do every day. Imagine if the school
during the football game on Sat
was entitled The Tipper
paper
.
urday
Examiner ?
Both Cleveland and the L-As far as I'm concerned. Deion
Raiders won their games oo Sun
can play football for the
Sanders
day without the aid of a touch
his
life...
of
rest
down from their offense. I think
1978, Dave Kingman
In
Trivia:
this is first time ANY compari
son between Cleveland and IA; played for four different teams.
has been made. I also think that Name them. (Hint: the four teams
we all know what I mean by represented the four divisions)
Bonus: How many homers did he
that...
hit
that year?
Many baseball fans are ob
astonishing phenome
Another
sessed with statistics, and exact
why
is
non,
it that the Milwaukee
ones at that Tell me why, then.
supposed
to be so good
Brewers
are
that the American League insists
always
end up
every
year
they
and
on posting the PAID attendance
Sarnie
the
goes
for
Padres.
bad?
so
as opposed to the ACTUAL atUntil next week
tendance. It's no wonder that during the Braves glory years they
-

,

L

W
80
76

Boston

Pet.
.539
53J

63

Volleyball team
looks for first Victory

.

travel to Ohio Wesleyan for the
Great Lakes Colleges Assocation
Tournament.
Team Leaders as of last Saturday
include: senior Carolyn Bare with
33 kills, sophomore Jennifer
Kuhns with 56 assists and junior
Cathy Schellhammcr with 45 of
45 serves.

.

Questions? Contact Tracey Howerton (X3f504,
Steve Moore (PEC, X2176)

or

C-18- 88)
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.641

62

.563
.524

68
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76 .469
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65

esota
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( Caifet Crafts

11

165
2Q

213
243

iHncdln interims
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FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCBSSPRIESf

National League
w

N.I, East
Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelnhia

CiTTcirmatiflS)
San Francisco
I.n Angeles
San Diego
Houston '

Pet.

59

.587
.570

81

61

67
75

QB

10

25

OFF REMNANTS WITH COW ID.
.

.528 8.5
.472 16.5
77 .458 183
79 .448 20

I

W
80
75
74

Wt

L

75
67
65

64

Louis

x-- St.

NT--

84

Pet

262-155- 7

6840 LINCOLN WAY EAST

CB

.367
68 .524
&
68 .521 $5
75 .468 14
79 .444 16.5
85 .406 23

61

66
63
58

VAflariw
O denote magic
x denotes mathmatical elimination
Late games not included

f

NFL Line
Danny

Favorite

Sheridan-oddsrnak-

Oven fresh bread is the freshest bread!

er

Underdog

Spread

Cincinnati...... ... SAN DIEGO
Chicago
GREEN BAY.......3
;.Atlantt
..3
DETROIT.
INDPLS...... 2 l2...New England
Cleveland.......2..........N.Y. Jets
13 l2......Phoenix
PHUXLY
....MIAMI
.2.
Buffalo- BAY
LA. Rams .3
N.Y. Giants.....7 12.....DALLAS
SEATTLE Jven...L.A. Raiders
SJ. 49's....J 12 Washington
5 l2.....New Orleans
MINN
'
PITTSBURGH.. 12 Houston
Monday's Game '
DENVER 5 l2 .Kansas City
Home team in capital letters

your choice of either Honey Wheat or
Italian, each baked inourovyrv
ovens, at Subyvay Where you y
can smell the freshness

3--

.-.T- AMPA

.

m
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nt

U

Golf Scramble
Sunday, Sept. 23

0

Faculty-Stude-

The Lady Scots volleyball team
is coming off a disappointing week
which saw them go 0-- 6 including
5 losses at the Elmherst Invitaion-a- l
Tournament in Illinois.
Yet, this week they had a chance
to start winning ways beginning
with a trip to Westerville to meet
with Otterbein and Denison. Coming up this Weekend; they 'will-

--

....

A.

.

...

Roster Sheets are due Sept.16 by 4:00 PM.
A MINIMUM of 12 players is needed per team.
Each team MUST designate a captain, j

SB.

67
4
?S
.479 11.5
Detroit
75 .476 12
.Milwaukee 68
64
77 .454
1
Baltimore
.451 13.5
79
65
Cleveland
NewYork 58
84
.408 21S

lemma

Softball Tournament

Slo-Pit- ch

Teams of 32 students . Q
and 1 faculty or staff
will
member, Tee-tim-

rST"m- -

r--3
1

m

Anyone interested
should contact Steve
Moore at - Ext. 2176

0

AtlY FOOTLOHG n

ANY 6" SUB;

Buy any regular sub on Honey Wheat
i or Italian fvrari ami SAVF.I

es

begin at 1:30

'.a. mm

2!E

1

J

Offer good at Wooster Subway only. '

3.

Not good tft combination with any other ohm.'

Expires

93090
308 Beall Ave.

262-782-

7

D
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Men's CC surprised by Oberlin
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer

dberlin took the Wooster men
by surprise in a low key dual meet
Friday September?. More red jer- seys covered the four-mil- e
course
than the Scots had anticipated. '
Coach Dennis Rice discovered
that. "We have a long ways to go
as a team to get where we need to
be."
In spite of the loss, several individuals turned in solid performances. Senior Rob Noble led the
Scots with a third place finish in

22:28. Not far behind sophomore
Joel McBurney sprinted to fourth
place in 22:40.
Junior Mike Rachita surged to
finish seventh in ,
while Jeff
Beck, also a junior, secured eighth
place in 23:14. According to
Coach Rice first year Adam Meyers ran well. He completed the top
five, placing 1 1th in 23:32.
The harriers, who came by bus
for the first time in recent history,
looped around a Victorian home as
the evening sun fell behind them.
Sophomores Russ Wheeler and
23.-09-

Steve McMillian converged upon
the front yard for the finish in
23:56 and 24:04, respectively.
First-yeAeron Kiss crossed the
line in 24:04. Rice noted that
newcomers Wheeler. Kiss, and
Dan Dickey, a first-yewho finished in 24:27, all had "solid races."
Next week most of the Scot's
younger half will compete in the
GLCAs at Dennison. Rice said.
"We're taking the team of the future into the GLCAs to see where
we stand two years down the road."

LISA WALSH
Voice Sports Writer

Despite a gallant effort on the
part of the Lady Scots field hockey
team this weekend, they still failed
to win against Kenyon (2-on
Saturday. Head Coach Brcnda
Meese said that part of the problem is that there have been some
position changes and that "it hasn't
quite jelled yeL
."We're also having a bit of trou- -,
ble finishing off in the circle."
Meese continued, "Basically the attack needs to be a bit smoother and
the defense a little more confi.

3)

dent."

I

The Lady Scots look good
though with the contribution of

two first year starters scoring in
the game on Saturday. Sophomore Tammy Barnes and first year
student Lisa Ostermuellcr each
scored a goal on Saturday, and junior Carissa Conner had one assist.
Another setback was the loss of
junior Aimee Zcdlitz, the Lady
Scots leading scorer for the past
two seasons, who left Wooster last
week for personal reasons. Senior
goalie Pam Metz has made 71
saves in goal for a .899 save percentage.

The Lady Scots will be playing
Indiana University away this Saturday where they hope to start off
a winning streak. The JV team
will be playing at home next Wednesday against Hiram at 4:30 pjn.

toll-fre- e:

Album

1. Sonic Youth
Goo
DGC
2. The Pixies
Bossanova
4ADElektra
Shimmy-Dis- c
3. The Boredoms
Soul Discharge
4. Jane's Addiction Ritual de lo Habitual Warner Bros.
5. Mojo Nixon
Otis
Enigma
6. Bob Mould
Black Sheets of Rain Virg&i
- '
7. Dread Zepplin
I.R.S.
8. The Stone Roses One Love (ep)
Silvertone
9. Ultra Vivid Scene Joy 1967-199- 0
4ADCBS
lOJBuckwheat Zydeco Where There's Smoke Island
'
There's Fire

Special

Need to sell something, buy something, need a
ride somewhere, need riders, qepd a rpornmate?

Now Until Christmas

1990 Score
Factory Sets
.Only $35
128 South Market
263-047-

7

1-800-3-

95-3283

Medium size.
Black and White.
One brown eye
and one blue eye.
Answers to Nikita.

Advertise in the Voice for just $1!
Deadline for these ads is Tuesday by 5PM. Ads
must be 25 words or less. Ads can be submitted
to the Voice office on the ground floor
of Lowry or Box C--3 1 87.

Last Chance for Cedar Point
Sign up at front desk
$15.00
Free transportation

Saturday 9 a.m.

5.

Call
FAST FUilDIZAISIilG
FnoGHAT.1

COME AND SEE

263-167- 7.

'

yAIRSMITHS

THIRTY COLLEGE PESONNEL KICK UP THEIR HEELS
IN THE CORPORATE CHALLENGE

CHEERLEADING EVENT!
Earn up to $1000 in one week

THE TEAM IS IN THIRD PLACE NOW. PART OF THE
SCORE IS BASED ON AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
SO LOTS OF SCREAMING AND YELLING IS NEEDED!

This program works!.
No investment needed.

WHEREri TTMKEN GYMNASIUM
WHEN: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 8:45PM

campus organization.
4Phxsor your
a chance at 5000 more!

I

Welcome

Walk-in- s

567 N. Marked
.

50

Label

NEW IN THE WOOSTER VOICE!
STUDENT CT,ASSTFTFX)S

Reward

For Sale:
Piano Bargain. Responsible party
wanted to take over low monthly payments on spinet piano.
ext, 102:
See Locally. Call
S0O-327-334-

Group

Helen's Touch
of Class

Lost Siberian Husky.

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home. Call
le

Bob Carpenter - Music Director

ar

Un-Led-- ed

CLASSIFIEDS
Spinet-Conso-

PLAYLIST

ar

Field hockey fails to win against Kenyon
,

WCWS 90.9 FM
TOP TEN

264-9H7-

Stt.,

Snnifte

112

7
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